Post-Traumatic Subfrontal with Orbital Extradural Hematoma and Proptosis (Unusual Presentation Managed with Needle Aspiration): A Case Report with Review of Literature
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Extradural hematoma (EDH) is a common intracranial pathology following motor vehicle accidents, comprising approximately 0.2 to 6% of all head injuries.1 The association of EDH with subperiosteal intraorbital hematomas is rarely reported. 2 Patients usually present with signs of increased intracranial pressure with loss of consciousness after a lucid interval. However, the diagnosis of frontal EDH can be missed or delayed due to minimal neurological sign which would not require a computed tomography of brain during acute presentation. Proptosis is a rare presentation of frontal EDH unless it is associated with subperiosteal extension into the orbital cavity.2,3 Delay in the treatment of this condition may lead to permanent blindness. Treatment options include observation, needle aspiration, and surgical evacuation.3 We report a case of a traumatic subfrontal EDH with subperiosteal hematoma (orbital EDH) successfully treated with needle aspiration, demonstrating that in appropriate patients, needle aspiration can result in the resolution of symptoms without an invasive procedure.

Case

A 13 years old male child presented in the emergency department with proptosis and chemosis of the left eye and inability to close the left eyelid for 6 to 7 days. The patient had a history of RTA around 11 days back followed by transient loss of consciousness. At the time of injury, the vision was unaffected. The patient consulted a local doctor and was
discharged on analgesics. After 3 days patient complained of swelling of the left eye along with tearing from the left eye. Within 2 days, the swelling increased and the vision started deteriorating for which the patient consulted in a hospital.

CT brain was done which was suggesting an extradural collection in the left frontal region along with which a retro-orbital collection in the left eye (Fig. 2A and 2B). USG orbit (B Scan) was done; approx. 15 ml collection with thick echogenic content seen above the left eyeball suggestive of the extradural collection (Fig. 3A). The optic disc appeared normal and chorio-retinal complex appears normal. The eye lens was normal. There are few thin echogenic membranes seen in the vitreous cavity.

The patient was referred to a higher center from the local hospital but did not consult anywhere till vision deteriorated further. On the eleventh day, the patient was brought to the emergency department of our institute. On presentation, the patient was conscious and oriented. He had proptosis of the left eye with corneal ulceration and epiphora (Fig. 1A). Visual acuity of the right eye was 6/6 and that of the left eye was the only perception of light (PL +ve).

Repeat CT Brain was suggestive of well-defined extra-axial hypodense (+20 HU) collection of approx. size 4.5 x 2.6 x 20 mm (AP x TR x CE) noted in the left basi-frontal region seen compressing the adjacent brain parenchyma, however, no significant midline shift noted. Well-defined hypodense collection (+22 HU) of approx. size 3.4 x 2.9 x 1.7 mm (AP x TR x CE) noted in the superior wall of left orbit seen abutting the superior rectus and displacing the eyeball forward outward and inferiorly. No obvious bony fracture was noted.

Ophthalmology consultation was done and the patient was admitted to the Neurosurgery department. After informed consent, the retro-orbital collection was aspirated under USG guidance. About 15 ml of dark brown color (hemorrhagic) fluid was aspirated (Fig. 3B). The proptosis was decreased and with a significant reduction in chemosis in the next few days (Fig. 1B) with eye patching of the left eye. After 5 days, a repeat CT brain showed a significant decrease in the left frontal extradural collection with some residual retro-orbital collection. The residual collection was re-aspirated (about 8ml) under USG guidance. CT brain after re-aspiration revealed almost near to complete resolution of the frontal and the retroorbital collection (Fig. 4A and 4B).

Finally, the patient was transferred to the ophthalmology department for management of the corneal ulcer.

**Discussion**

Proptosis is an uncommon presentation in an EDH of the frontal area. This happen due to subperiosteal extension of hematoma into the orbital cavity. Proptosis can be the sole finding in these cases. This extension is frequently unilateral but can be bilateral. Proptosis and exophthalmos can present directly after the wound or have delayed presentation.

There are several cases of post-traumatic subperiosteal hematoma reported in the literature. This uncommon entity is usually associated with the fracture of orbital roof. A subperiosteal hematoma usually presents with painful proptosis and rarely with visual loss. However, if left untreated, it can progress rapidly visual loss due to retinal dysfunction, direct compression over optic nerve, and/or retinal artery
ischemia. Subperiosteal extension of hematoma is seen usually just beneath the roof of the orbit. This occurs due to laceration of the subperiosteal vessels or extension of hematoma from subgaleal or subdural space. It usually occurs in young children and adolescent age group. Since the subperiosteal extension of hematoma can be delayed for months, it is imperative to consider this diagnosis in any adolescent with post-traumatic proptosis, vertical diplopia, and visual dysfunction.

Magnetic resonance imaging and computed tomography imaging are very useful for diagnosis of an intraorbital subperiosteal hematoma. These imaging techniques, particularly CT, also help in identifying associated fractures. Angiography findings in these cases usually consist of stretching and inferior displacement of ophthalmic artery.

Management depends on EDH volume, neurological and ocular findings. Large EDH needs surgical evacuation. Small size EDH with small intraorbital extension can be managed medically with close observation if the patient does not have any neurological deficits or ocular findings. However, a hematoma is likely to clear over a longer time in patients medically managed because orbital subperiosteal compartment is an avascular space. Patients with ocular findings need surgical management with frontal craniotomy, orbitotomy, and evacuation of EDH. Though needle aspiration of intraorbital hematoma is described as one of the management options, surgical management offers better and comprehensive treatment options for this unusual entity. Although technically challenging yet needle aspiration of hematoma is associated with an increased risk of rebleeding and incomplete hematoma clearance. Untimely and delayed management can lead to visual loss, strabismus, and permanent exophthalmos.

**Conclusion**

Orbital EDH with proptosis is an uncommon manifestation of traumatic brain injury. Timely management is crucial for the preservation of vision in these patients. As many patients require craniotomy for the evacuation of EDH, we present a case wherein needle aspiration resulted in complete resolution of proptosis and EDH. With this case report, we wish to emphasize the importance of needle aspiration in management of orbital EDH as an important tool in the armamentarium of neurosurgeons.
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